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time she thought of this, her mind was filled with visions
of Andrei and Feodor and others. The image of her son,
comprising all those who shared his fate, grew in her eyes,
giving rise to thoughts of him that imperceptibly branched
out in all directions. Like thin, groping rays they reached
everywhere and touched everything in an effort to throw
light on all phenomena and relate all things in a single
pattern. They kept her mind from dwelling on any one
thing, especially on her longing for her son and her fears
for him.
Soon Sophia went away, returning five days later in a
lively, cheerful mood, only to disappear again within a
few hours and reappear within another two weeks. It
seemed as though she travelled through life in wide
circles which from time to time brought her back to her
brother, that she might fill his flat with her courage and
music.
The mother came to love music. As she listened, it
seemed to her that warm waves W£re beating .against her
breast and laving her heart, making it pulsate more evenly
and give off strong shoots of thought which, like well-wat-
ered seeds deeply buried in the earth, easily and beauti-
fully blossomed into words under the influence of the
music.
It was difficult for the mother to put up with Sophia's
untidiness: the flat was always littered with her clothes,
cigarettes and ashes. It was even more difficult to recon-
cile herself to Sophia's impassioned speeches, which
formed such a striking contrast to Nikolai's quiet self-
assurance and the gentle seriousness with which he always
spoke. Sophia seemed to her to be an adolescent who
was eager to be considered a grown-up and looked upon
people as curious toys. She kept talking about the sac-
redness of labour, yet was forever adding to the mother's
work by her untidiness; she spoke eloquently of freedom,
yet the mother could see that she kept oppressing others
with her intolerance and endless arguments. She was full
of contradictions, and, realising this, the mother always

